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Kelkar, M. Bl   Ed.—wfam (Marathi  text).    Demy  16mo.
pp. 226, Rajguru Press, Poona, 1941,	[819
Pradakshina.   A review of Marathi literature during the last hundred
years, by different writers, published in connection with the  centenary
of the Sarvajanik Wachanalaya, Nasik.
Khan,  Ghnlam  Mustafa—Khaki:    An    Unknown   Mystic
Poet of Urdu.   NUJ. No. 7, pp. 85-95.	[820
Discusses the only  work  of  Khaki,  the  mystic poet of Urdu, and
attempts to prove  that the identification  of  this poet by Maulana
Abdul Hai with one mentioned in Mir Hasan's Tadhkira is not correct.
Kizhkanakkn, Padinen—Padinen Kizhkanafcku, Pfc. 1. (Tamil
text), pp. 712, South Indian S. S. W. Society, Tinnevelly,
1941.	[821
A collection of eighteen poems in Tamil dealing with the aims of
life, from Tirukkural, Naladiar, Nanmdbikanikai, NanarpatJm^ etc.
KonOTO, Sten, Ed.—A. Medical Text in Khotanese. Avhand-
linger utgitt av Det Norske Videnskaps-Akaderni i Oslo,
1941.	[822
" Professor Konow has taken the second text published in facsimile
in Codices Khotanenses (1938) and excerpted the Khotanese part of it
He has put aside the Sanskrit part, which he considers extremely
corrupt (p. 6), although he has made consffierable use of it in his
interpretation	An English translation and glossary are included".
H. W. Bailey, BSOS. X, p. 1021.
Krishanaiya,K. Rama, Ed.—Navanandcharitra (Telugu Text),
pp. 284. University of Madras, Madras, 1941.	[823
A poem in dvipada metre composed by Gauranamatya, a poet of
the I5th century. It is essentially a Saivite work describing the
adventures on Nava Nadhas or Yogic Siddhas, the principal among
them being Meenanadha, who is said to be the son of Siva and Parvati.
Krishnamacharya, Embar—The Suktiinuktavaii of Bhaga-
datta Jalhana. Gaekwad's Oriental Series No. LXXXIL
Edited with an introduction in Sanskrit. Oriental Institute,
Baroda, 1941 (?)	[824
This is one of the earliest anthological works in Sanskrit The
date of composition is definitely given in one of the concluding verses
as 1179 S* R, or 1257 A. D. The name of the author, as recorded
in the introductory portions of the work, is Jalhana, commander of
the elephant troops of the Yadava Prince Krsna. The concluding
verses, however, refer to Bhanu or Bhaskara as the author, who is
stated to have composed the work on behalf of Jalha.

